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Abstract Institutional punishment plays a central role in human societies. Yet research in
evolutionary game theory has focused almost exclusively on peer punishment. Here we
present a model for the evolution of institutional punishment. We consider a set of states
(“kingdoms”), each consisting of a number of individuals (“subjects”) and a single leader
(“king”). Subjects choose how much to pay to the king as tribute. The king chooses how
much to punish his subjects based on their tribute payment level, in an effort to exact as
much tribute as possible. We find the existence of both coercive Nash equilibria with pun-
ishment and high tribute payments, and noncoercive Nash equilibria with no punishment
and no tribute payments. We also examine stochastic coevolutionary dynamics using agent-
based simulations. We find that within a single state, the more intensely the king punishes,
the more subjects evolve to pay in tribute. The king earns the most when both punishment is
strong and subjects are accurate in their learning. When we consider co-evolution occurring
at the level of the king as well as the subject, we see that kings evolve to punish heavily, as
long as subjects are sufficiently accurate and frequent in their learning, and learn predomi-
nately from subjects in the same kingdom. If citizens have error-prone learning and/or are
slow to update their strategies, however, selection leads to kings who punish little. Thus con-
fusion is collectively beneficial for subjects. In sum, we show circumstances under which
natural selection can favor the emergence of institutional punishment as a tool of coercion.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the human appetite for costly punishment has received a great deal of at-
tention in the evolutionary game theory literature [2, 10, 11, 17, 18, 25, 27, 30, 35, 36].
Behavioral experiments demonstrate that many people are willing to pay to make others in-
cur costs across a range of settings [1, 6–8, 13, 20, 26, 40]. Many scholars have argued that
costly punishment has coevolved with cooperation [2, 10, 11, 17, 30], although that view
has been questioned [4, 7, 25–27].
Almost all of this previous work has focused on peer punishment in symmetric games

amongst equals. Yet, costly peer punishment (i.e., vigilante justice) is relatively rare in mod-
ern societies. Instead, the vast majority of punishment is carried out by the state rather than
the individual. Despite its ubiquity, the evolution of this type of institutional punishment has
received very little attention. One recent exception is [31], which studies “pool punishment,”
where members of a public goods game group pay into a pool which automatically punishes
low contributors.
Here we study a form of institutional punishment in which the state exists as a sepa-

rate strategic entity from the individual. The interaction is asymmetric, with a strong state
punishing a comparatively weak individual. Thus retaliation and “antisocial punishment,”
which pose serious challenges for peer punishment [7, 14, 27], are not a significant issue
in the context of institutionalized punishment. Secondly, the “2nd-order free rider” problem
of peer punishment [2, 12, 21, 40], in which some players cooperate (to avoid being pun-
ished) but do not engage in punishment and thus outcompete the punishers, does not exist
with institutional punishment: there is only a single entity (the state) with the ability to pun-
ish. Thirdly, this form of institutional punishment need not be linked with pro-sociality. A
successful state needs only to make sure the individuals are supporting the state, not neces-
sarily that the individuals are helping each other. The relationship between the state and the
individual may look less like a cooperation game, and more like the relationship between
dominant and submissive animals [5]. Here it can be self-interested/adaptive for the power-
ful party (the state) to use punishment to coerce the weaker party (the individual) into giving
up resources.
In this paper, we introduce a simple model for the evolution of coercive institutional

punishment. We consider a set of states (or “kingdoms”), each consisting of a number of
individuals (“subjects”) ruled by a leader (“king”). Subjects choose how much to pay to the
king as tribute. The king chooses how much to punish his subjects based on the amount of
tribute paid. We study the coevolution of subjects and kings, and ask when natural selection
leads to the emergence of institutional punishment by kings. In Sect. 2, we introduce the
model. In Sect. 3, we present the results of our analysis. In Sect. 4, we conclude.

2 Model

We consider a world of N separate kingdoms, K 1 , . . . , K N . Each kingdom i is a collection of
n subjects and one king. In every interaction period, each subject j in kingdom K i produces
1 unit of income. That subject’s strategy p i , j  [0, 1] defines the fraction of income she
chooses to pay in tribute to the treasury of her king. The remaining 1 − p i , j is kept by the
subject.
Each king i then chooses how much to punish each subject j in his kingdom K i , based

on her tribute payment p i , j . Kings earn the highest income by exacting as much tribute as
possible from their subjects, and may choose to use punishment as a tool to enforce pay-
ment. A given king i ’s strategy si determines how strongly he punishes deviations from the
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maximum tribute payment of p = 1. We use a linear punishment function, such that in king-
dom K i , the king pays a cost si (1 − p i , j ) to cause subject i to incur a cost si (1 − p i , j ). Thus,
the more tribute p a given subject pays, the less she is punished; and the larger a given king’s
punishment strength s, the more punishment is inflicted for a given level of tribute p < 1.
In each interaction round, the payoff πi , j of subject j in kingdom K i is therefore

πi , j = (1 − si )(1 − p i , j ), (1)

and the payoff  i of the king of kingdom K i is

 i =
n 

j =1

 
p i , j − si (1 − p i , j )

 
(2)

Both subjects and kings update their respective strategies p and s through evolutionary
processes. As we are considering the cultural evolution of institutions, this process repre-
sents social learning. In particular, we use the “pairwise comparison” process [34]. Here a
learner and teacher are picked at random, and the learner adopts the teacher’s strategy with
a probability that is monotonically increasing in the teacher’s payoff advantage. We begin
by assuming that subjects learn only from other subjects within their kingdom, and later
explore the effects of allowing learning from subjects in other kingdoms. The probability of
subject j in kingdom K i adopting the strategy of subject k in kingdom K i is given by

Ps =
1

1 + exp( −  (πi ,k − πi , j ))
, (3)

where  represents the fidelity of learning among subjects (which we will call the level of
subject “intelligence,” although this also involves other factors such as accuracy of informa-
tion). The larger  is, the more likely it is that a subject will adopt the strategy of another
with a higher payoff, and the less likely it is that she will adopt the strategy of another with
a lower payoff. In the limit   ∞ , we have deterministic dynamics, where the learner al-
ways copies if the teacher has a higher payoff, never copies if the teacher has a lower payoff,
and copies half of the time if the payoffs are equal.
Kings learn from the kings of other kingdoms. The probability of the king of kingdom

K i adopting the strategy of the king of kingdom K j is given by

Pk =
1

1 + exp( −  K (  j −  i ))
, (4)

where  K represents the fidelity of learning among kings. Again,  K  ∞ gives a deter-
ministic imitation dynamic.
Alternatively, with some small probability µ a “mutation” occurs, and the learner selects

a new strategy at random. In the context of social learning, this represents experimentation
or innovation. When a mutation occurs, subjects pick a new strategy p from a uniform dis-
tribution on [0, 1]. There is no a priori upper limit on kings’ punishment strength s, but one
must be assumed to implement mutation. In our main simulations, mutating kings pick a
new strategy s from a uniform distribution on [0, 3]. We also replicate our analysis using a
different upper bound on s and show the robustness of our results.
After every interaction round, a king learning round occurs with probability  , and a

subject learning round occurs with probability 1 −  . In either case, one agent per kingdom
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has the chance to update strategy. Thus, during king learning rounds, each king updates; and
during subject learning rounds, one subject per kingdom updates.
Note that the subject and king update rules are invariant to the addition of a constant to

all payoffs. Thus, for simplicity, we allow negative payoffs for both subjects and kings, and
implicitly assume the addition of a sufficiently large constant to make the payoffs positive.
Alternatively, the model could be interpreted as allowing kings to “go into debt” in order to
punish, and allowing peasants to borrow to pay tribute.
We also note that this game setup is similar to a set of dictator games with punishment.

Each subject decides how to divide her income between herself and the king (like in the
dictator game), and the king can then respond to this decision using costly punishment. This
also has some similarity to the ultimatum game, but our kings have a much richer range of
punishment options than in the ultimatum game, where the only punishment is to destroy all
of both players’ income. And unlike both the standard dictator or ultimatum setups, a single
king plays simultaneously (and independently) with many subjects.

3 Results

We now consider the evolutionary dynamics of this system. In particular, we are interested
in when natural selection will favor kings that use punishment to coerce subjects into paying
tribute.

3.1 Nash Equilibrium Analysis

We begin with a static Nash equilibrium analysis. We note that no game occurs between
kings, as one king’s strategy does not affect the payoff of other kings. Instead, constant
selection occurs at the level of the king. Thus we perform a Nash equilibrium analysis of the
game between subject and king within a single kingdom.
Examining the peasant payoff function given in (1), we see that peasant payoff is strictly

decreasing in p if s < 1 (paying tribute is costly and thus always disadvantageous if pun-
ishment is weak); peasant payoff is unaffected by p in the knife-edge situation where s = 1
(the cost of paying tribute is exactly balanced out by the decrease in punishment); and peas-
ant payoff is strictly increasing in p if s > 1 (punishment is sufficiently strong that the fine
for paying less tribute is bigger than the amount saved by not paying). Therefore perfectly
rational peasants will pay no tribute p = 0 when s < 1 and will pay the maximal amount of
tribute p = 1 when s > 1.
Examining the king payoff function given in (2), we see that king payoff is strictly de-

creasing in s if p < 1 and king payoff is unaffected by s if p = 1 (punishing is always costly
to the king unless the subjects pay the maximal tribute, in which case the king never actually
has to punish).
Thus, we see that p = s = 0 is a Nash equilibrium. Because s < 1, subjects have no

incentive to increase their tribute payments; and because p < 1, kings have no incentive to
increase their punishment. This is a noncoercive equilibrium where subjects keep the fruits
of their labor (i.e., pay 0 tribute), and the king collects no tribute and imposes no punishment.
We also see an infinite set of Nash equilibria that satisfy the condition p = 1, s ≥ 1.

Because s ≥ 1, subjects have no incentive to decrease their tribute payments (p = 1 is payoff
maximizing if s > 1, p does not effect subject payoff is s = 1); and because p = 1, the king
never punishes, so s has no effect on his payoff, and he therefore has no incentive to deviate.
Here the king punishes sufficiently strongly that subjects do best by giving up all of their
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earnings in tribute to the king. As a result, the king never has to punish and reaps all that is
produced in the kingdom.
The existence of this second set of equilibria suggests that evolution may lead to kings

who use punishment to coerce their subjects. Although the coercive equilibrium is not sub-
game perfect (once a subject has made her tribute decision, the king has no incentive to
actually punish), natural selection may favor kings who punish over kings who do not, if the
punishment leads to high-tribute subjects replacing lower-tribute subjects.
We note that both the coercive and noncoercive equilibria are equally efficient, because

the king never has to punish at the coercive equilibrium. However, even a small amount of
error in execution, perception, or imitation can cause some subjects to make nonmaximal
tribute payments, leading kings to punish. This will cause the coercive equilibrium to be-
come less efficient than the noncoercive equilibrium. Thus the use of punishment will almost
certainly lead to lower aggregate payoffs in this framework.

3.2 Evolutionary Dynamics: One Kingdom

We now examine the evolutionary dynamics of subject strategies within a single kingdom.
Using subject populations of n = 10 and n = 100, we determine the evolutionary outcomes
under different fixed strengths of institutionalized punishment. Specifically, we ask how the
average subject’s strategy p, subject’s payoff π and king’s payoff  vary as functions of
the strength of punishment s (which is exogenously imposed and fixed—no king learning
occurs). We also examine the effect of subject intelligence  , conducting simulations using
  {0.2,0.8,2, ∞ }. In each simulation, we fix the subject mutation rate at µs = 0.05, ini-
tialize each subject with a randomly drawn strategy from the interval [0,1], and simulate for
106 strategy updates. We then display the values of p,π , and  averaged over the second
half of the simulation, to avoid effects of the initial conditions.
The results for n = 10 and n = 100 are shown in Fig. 1. We notice several clear regulari-

ties.
First we consider subject outcomes. We see that in all cases, stronger punishment leads

to larger tribute payments p (although for   ∞ , the transition is abrupt at s = 1 rather
than continuous). These larger tributes payments, together with more stringent punishment
for p < 1, lead to lower subject payoffs π for higher strength of punishment s. Punishment
compels the subjects to pay tribute, to the detriment of the subjects. High subject intelligence
allows subjects to more fully coordinate on the equilibrium strategy. Therefore the effect of
subject intelligence  on tribute payment p depends on the strength of punishment s: sub-
ject intelligence decreases tribute payments when punishment is weak and increases tribute
payments when punishment is strong. When s < 1, the equilibrium strategy is for subjects to
pay no tribute p = 0. Thus, the smarter the subjects are (the larger  is), the more quickly p
decreases towards 0 as s decreases below 1. When s > 1, on the other hand, the equilibrium
strategy is full tribute payment p = 1. Thus, the smarter the subjects are, the more quickly p
increases toward 1 as s increases above 1. As higher intelligence allows the subjects to more
quickly and fully adopt the payoff maximizing strategy, be it noncompliance or compliance,
higher subject intelligence always increases subject payoffs.
Considering the king payoff  gives a more nuanced picture. First let us consider the

case of low subject intelligence,  = 0.2. Here the incentive created by punishment has
little effect on subject behavior, because subject learning is largely dominated by random
drift. As a result, it is not worth it for the king to invest any money in punishing. King pay-
off is thus monotonically decreasing in punishment strength. When subject intelligence is
higher, however, the relationship between punishment strength and king payoff is nonmono-
tonic: the worst payoff strategy for kings is ambivalence, only punishing an intermediate
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Fig. 1 Subject tribute payment p (Row 1), subject payoff ! (Row 2), and king payoff  (Row 3) in a popula-
tion of n = 10 (Column 1) or n = 100 (Column 2) subjects evolving under a fixed level of king punishment s

amount. For low values of punishment strength s, king payoff decreases as punishment
strength increases. Here most subjects pay little tribute, and so a large amount of punish-
ment is carried out—therefore the increased cost of punishment when s increases outweighs
the gains from the resulting small increase in tribute payment p. Eventually, the balance
between this cost and benefit of increasing s shifts, and at higher s values the relationship
between king payoff and punishment strength flips. After some threshold value of s, king
payoff is increasing in punishment strength (for   ! , this transition happens precisely
at s = 1). Thus, as long as subjects are sufficiently intelligent, kings do best by punishing
severely.
Finally, we see that population size has little effect. For both n = 10 and n = 100, the

results are very similar. Thus we will use n = 10 for computational tractability when con-
sidering the case of multiple kingdoms.

3.3 Evolutionary Dynamics: Multiple Kingdoms

We now allow kings to learn as well as subjects, and turn our attention to the coevolution of
subjects and kings across multiple kingdoms. We consider N = 10 kingdoms, each consist-
ing of n = 10 subjects and one king. We examine the average king’s strategy s in addition
to the average subject’s strategy p, subject’s payoff ! , and king’s payoff  . We ask how
each quantity varies as a function of subject intelligence   {0.2,0.8,2, ! } and the prob-
ability of a king update round   [0.001,1). In each simulation, we fix subject mutation
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Table 1 Summary of coevolutionary outcomes

Subject intelligence  
Low High

Subject update Low Intermediate p, small s Small p, small s
probability (1 −  ) High Intermediate p, small s Large p, large s

rate µs = 0.05 and king mutation rate µk = 0.05, and initialize each subject with a ran-
domly drawn strategy from the interval [0,1] and each king with a randomly drawn strategy
from the interval [0,3]. We then simulate for 107 strategy updates and calculate the values of
s,p,π , and  averaged over the second half of the simulation. We repeat this same analysis
for both probabilistic king learning ( K = 0.1) and deterministic king learning ( K  ∞ ).
Recall that subjects learn only from other subjects in the same kingdom, while kings learn
from the kings of other kingdoms.
The results are shown in Fig. 3 and summarized in Table 1. For both probabilistic and

deterministic king learning, we see that natural selection favors strong king punishment
and high subject tribute payments when (i) subject intelligence is sufficiently high and (ii)
subjects update sufficiently rapidly relative to leaders (i.e., leader update probability  is
sufficiently small). As we saw in the single kingdom case above, subject intelligence is
needed in order for the punishment incentive to effectively remodel subject behavior.
The additional condition that subjects must update more quickly than kings occurs for

the following reason: Imagine a king who punishes little and as a result rules over subjects
who pay little tribute. Now imagine that the king experiments with a stronger punishment
strategy. At first, he earns less than he was earning before—he incurs greater punishment
costs when punishing his subjects, most of whom are noncompliant. It is only over time, as
the selection gradient on subjects set up by the stronger punishment leads to higher subject
tribute payments, that the king reaps a benefit from his increased punishment. Thus, if kings
update too quickly (i.e., subjects update too slowly), the kings will abandon stronger pun-
ishment before it has a chance to have an effect. To be effective, kings must be resolute. By
the same token, the smarter the subjects are, the more quickly they respond to punishment;
and therefore higher subject intelligence allows for the success of punishment under faster
king updating.
Considering king payoffs, we see that kings benefit from having subjects who update

accurately and frequently. When subjects are intelligent but slow, kings do very poorly. As
explained above, the kings cannot effectively learn to punish when subjects update slowly;
and because the subjects are intelligent, they therefore learn to pay little tribute.
Considering subject payoffs, we again see an interaction between the effects of intelli-

gence and update speed. When subjects update quickly compared to kings, the subjects are
better off with low intelligence. That is because if subject intelligence is high in this regime,
kings can effectively impose punishments, forcing the subjects to pay tribute. But if the sub-
jects are sufficiently confused, then the kings abandon punishment, and the subjects wind up
paying less tribute. When subjects update slowly relative to the kings, the opposite is true:
subject payoffs are increasing in intelligence. As discussed above, this is because kings do
not learn to impose punishments in this regime, and so intelligent subjects learn to pay less
tribute.
Next, we demonstrate that these results are robust to varying our (arbitrarily imposed)

upper limit on king punishment strength s. In Fig. 2, we use the interval s  [0,3]. We now
replicate the same simulations using s  [0,10] and get very similar results (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2 King punishment strength s (Row 1), subject tribute payment p (Row 2), subject payoff π (Row 3),
and king payoff  (Row 4) resulting from the coevolution of kings and subjects in a world of 10 kingdoms,
each made up of n = 10 subjects, with kings using probabilistic learning (Column 1) or deterministic learning
(Column 2)

Finally, we explore the consequences of inter-kingdom learning among subjects. Thus
far, we have only allowed subjects to learn from other subjects within the same kingdom.
We now ask what happens if instead a given subject compares her payoff to a randomly
chosen other subject from the entire population with probability  , or from within the same
kingdom with probability 1 −  . Thus,  is a measure of the “global awareness” of subjects.
When  = 0, subjects are completely unaware of the world outside their own kingdom. As  
increases, subjects become more and more informed about the behavior of subjects in other
kingdoms. To investigate the effect of increasing  , we choose two sets of parameters from
Fig. 2 which were favorable for coercion (n = N = 10,  = 0.01, µ s = µ k = 0.05, with ei-
ther probabilistic learning  = 2,  K = 1 or deterministic learning,   ∞ ,  K  ∞ ) and
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Fig. 3 Demonstration of the robustness to changing the maximum punishment strength s. This figure repli-
cates the results from Fig. 2 using a maximum of s = 10 rather than the value of s = 3 used previously

simulate for   [0, 0.7]. The results are shown in Fig. 4. We see that inter-kingdom learning
has little effect until a critical threshold is reached, at which point punishment collapses and
subjects stop paying tribute. When inter-kingdom learning is sufficiently frequent, a social
dilemma arises amongst the kings. If some kings pay to punish while others do not, the sub-
jects of the punishing kings will see the subjects of the lenient kings earning high payoffs,
and stop paying tribute (even though as a result they get punished); and as a result, the kings
will evolve to stop punishing. We also observe that higher fidelity learning allows coercion
to be maintained in the face of a higher level of global awareness.
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Fig. 4 Allowing subjects to
learn from subjects in other
kingdoms undermines coercion.
Shown is king punishment
strength s (A), subject tribute
payment p (B), subject
payoff π (C), and king
payoff  (D) resulting from the
coevolution of kings and subjects
for various probabilities  of
global (inter-kingdom) learning
among subjects. We consider
probabilistic updating (diamonds;
 = 2,  K = 1) and deterministic
updating (squares;   ∞ ,
 K  ∞ ), both using king
update probability  = 0.01

4 Discussion

Here we have demonstrated how natural selection can lead to the emergence of institutional
punishment in connection with coercion rather than cooperation. Tyrannical rulers who use
punishment to extort tribute from their subjects may outperform more benevolent leaders.
As a result, harsh state-inflicted punishment may spread across societies.
This process of inter-state learning bears some similarities to models of group (or “mul-

tilevel”) selection [3, 15, 16, 22, 23, 29, 33, 37–39]. Our model involves a co-evolutionary
process with selection in some sense occurring at two “levels”: subjects learn from sub-
jects, and kings learn from kings. The framework we introduce, however, has important
differences from classical group selection models. Our model does not require massive in-
tergroup conflicts in which one society is entirely replaced by another. Instead, all that is
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required is one individual ruler deciding to imitate another. A single leader or governing
group changing policy then leads to most individuals in the group changing their strategy as
a result of new top-down incentivizes, rather than through mass extermination (or imitation)
as in models based on inter-group conflict. Thus large-scale societal change can occur based
on the decision of only a small number of individuals in positions of power. Furthermore,
while retaliation can undermine the effectiveness of punishment in a group selection frame-
work [14], retaliation is much less of a concern in the asymmetric interactions between state
and individual.
In our model, leaders are selfish individuals seeking only to maximize their own payoffs

at the expense of their subjects. This is, of course, an extreme position. A state’s income is
often used to provision public goods, providing a benefit to the citizens of the state. We show
that even in the absence of such benefits, punishment can prove effective. Furthermore, we
show that in our framework, even selfish leaders have an incentive to educate their citizens.
An intelligent, well-informed, and frequently updating citizenry responds more quickly and
fully to coercive incentives imposed by their leaders. The necessity for slowly updating kings
may also help explain why successful institutions are slow to change their policies and why
most states are so bureaucratic. It is necessary for a state to be steadfast in its implementation
of punishment in order to succeed in coercing its subjects.
One feature of society which our model leaves out is the possibility of rebellion and

revolution. Educating the public may lead to discontent and ultimately the downfall of a
despotic state. In line with this reasoning, we find that “global awareness” among the sub-
jects undermines kings’ ability to coerce. Thus although kings do best when their subjects
are intelligent in the sense of being accurate at assessing payoffs, this is only true if subjects’
awareness is largely limited to others within the same kingdom. In our model, coercion re-
lies on censorship and “closed minded” subjects who either ignore or are uninformed about
norms and behavior outside of their own nation. This result is suggestive of recent political
events in which the internet and social media, which produce greater global awareness, have
helped precipitate the overthrow of oppressive governments.
Related to this issue is the potential effect of king “debt ceilings.” In the current model,

kings can always punish, regardless of their income. If kings were unable to punish once
their earnings drop below some threshold, this could create the potential for collective action
by subjects: if enough subjects refused to pay tribute (and thereby expose themselves to
“potential punishment”), the king could be “starved” out of power. Expanding the model to
include such phenomena is a fruitful direction for future research, as is considering more
democratic institutions where citizens can vote tyrannical leaders out of power.
Viewing the issue of intelligence and update speed from the perspective of the subjects

provides another interesting result. As we saw in the one kingdom case, for any given level
of punishment, a subject would increase her personal payoff by being more intelligent. But
once kings are also able to learn, the coevolutionary dynamic leads to better subject out-
comes when subjects are confused. Thus there is a tension between individual and collective
interests, and confusion is a form of public good for the subjects.
Another promising avenue for future research involves behavioral experiments [24] in-

vestigating institutional punishment. Important previous experiments involving endogenous
choice have explored the emergence of symmetric institutions,with public goods game play-
ers choosing to play in games with or without sanctions [9, 28, 32]. Another paper explored
a symmetric public goods game with asymmetric punishment—only one group member was
allowed to punish [19]. Under those circumstances, punishment was largely used to promote
cooperation. Our model suggests an alternate paradigm where the party that can punish also
benefits disproportionally from the contributions of others. The only partially asymmetric
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setup of [19] may prime subjects to see the game as cooperative. We would predict that in
the entirely asymmetric scenario modeled here, human subjects would be more likely to use
punishment coercively when put in the role of king. Exploring this and other related ques-
tions experimentally will help shed light on the origins of coercive institutional punishment.
In summary, we have shown one simple method by which institutional punishment could

have evolved through inter-state learning. We hope that this work will inspire further explo-
ration of institutional punishment from an evolutionary perspective, both theoretically and
experimentally. Doing so is essential for understanding the world in which we live, which is
dominated by strong institutions which punish law-breakers.
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